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Abstract 

Research into the high-quality interactions among soil microorganisms and flowers has been 

carried out with the use of quite a number of experimental strategies. While some of these 

strategies focus on modifications to plants, others look into the body structure and 

biochemistry of microorganisms that produce plant boom (PGPB). An assessment of a 

number of the most present-day techniques for examining the interactions between vegetation 

and PGPB is supplied right here. These techniques encompass the following: analysing plant 

microbiomes; decoding the genes encoded by PGPB via DNA genome sequencing; analysing 

PGPB and plant gene expression through transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics; 

editing the PGPB genome; encapsulating PGPB inoculants prior to plant treatment; and 

imaging each PGPB and vegetation. Utilising PGPB in nitrogenase checks and specialized 

growth chambers for the cultivation and statement of vegetation dealt with bacteria. 

Keywords: Soil Microorganisms, Plants, Plant Growth-Promoting Bacteria (PGPB), 

Microbiomes, Genome Sequencing and Transcriptomics 

 

Introduction 

More than four hundred million years ago, flowers and certain fungi—like arbuscular 

mycorrhiza—hooked up connections, which can be supported by means of ancient evidence. 

Plant-bacteria partnerships may also lack fossil records due to their delicate, unicellular 

nature. Given that bacteria existed before plants and populated a tremendous quantity of the 

planet's ecosystems, this relationship makes sense. It's possible that plants came into contact 

with microbes and developed commensal and symbiotic interactions accordingly. In this 

sense, each training of organisms began forming chemical and bodily connections, with 

larger, multicellular plant life allowing positive microorganisms to settle in and occupy 

internal areas like stems, roots, and leaves. Margulis' symbiotic hypothesis even claimed that 

certain organisms shaped organelles like mitochondria and chloroplasts. Because the plant 

secretes chemical compounds produced in the course of photosynthesis, non-pathogenic 

microorganisms coexist, luckily, with the flora. Meanwhile, heterotrophic microbes shield 

pathogens and promote their growth and fitness through synthesising and excreting 

compounds with numerous origins and features. Many species of avirulent microorganisms, 

along with those within the genus Bacillus or Pseudomonas, or fungi in the genus 

Trichoderma, can synthesize masses of compounds that are essential for plant interaction, 

either with the aid of promoting plant boom or by opposing nematodes or fungal pathogens. 

Similar to this, different mycorrhizal fungi that live in and are related to biogeochemical 

cycles have the capability to beautify soil fertility, which in turn can enhance plant dietary 

reputation. This useful metabolic microbiota related to flowers has been employed as 

bioinoculants, or biofungicides/fertilizers’, to enhance the growth and productivity of grains 

and vegetables and result in more than a few agricultural systems. They are, as a result, an 
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extraordinary alternative to the use of agrochemicals, which harm human health and the 

environment. 

Objectives of the Study 

Comprehensive examination of plant physiology; 

Understanding plant diseases and diagnosing and treating them. 

Genomics and advanced imaging. 

Review of the Literature 

1. Some of the “spheres” consist of diverse bacteria affecting different activities within 

plants.[1] & [2].Many of the complex microbial developments in the soil occur in the 

rhizosphere. 

2. It is notable that [3] experiment showed that SIMS can be used to get profiles of multilayer 

films in an UHV. This is where the Sims Foundation came into existence, which emerged 

following their formulation of the SIMS system that was created by them in 1972. 

3. In 2022,[4] showed that ToF-SIMS imaging can be used to study the impact of growth-

promoting rhizobacteria on plant awns in Brachypodium species .Rhizobacteria in the 

rhizosphere stimulate plant growth. 

4. [5] observed that Maldi can be exploited for analysis of plant microbe interaction, response 

to nutritional stressors, metal toxicity, and ph. 

 

5. [6] were able to distinguish molecular species that uniquely characterize the structure of a 

plant leaf using high-resolution MSI to obtain 40 μm images of Fittonia argyroneura leaves. 

Microbial communities are involved with plants 

Most of the microbes in nature are neutral towards plants; hence, a micro-organismic neutral 

relationship exists with plants. On the other hand, some microbes create pathogens that affect 

the development and health of the host plant. In the case of commensalism, two species live 

together such that one benefits and the other is neither positively nor negatively affected. In 

conclusion, mutualistic or symbiotic associations also yield rewards for different plants as 

well as microorganisms. At times, symbiosis among species may be reduced to such 

minimum levels and be so dependent on others that none of them can survive separately. 

Obligatory symbiotic relationships are very uncommon where a plant of agricultural 

significance may be involved. 

 

There are normally five separate phases involved in the development of microbes in plant 

tissue: Molecular communication between a strain and a plant host involves (a) the release of 

particular molecules in root exudates, their counterparts’ perception of these molecules, and 

corresponding chemotaxy towards a plant; (b) attachment to root surfaces; (c) biofilm 

formation; and (d). These steps are brought about by different chemicals that lead to the 

dynamic gene expression of the host plant and bacterium. The effects could only have been 
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identified through other rigorous approaches that involved many genomic processes and 

techniques. 

 

Examples of rhizobacteria, such as Bacillus, Pseudomonas, Enterobacter, Acinetobacter, 

Burkholderia, Arthrobacter, and Paenibacillus, are common and help plants grow. The studies 

show how important it is to study the plant’s microbial communities for understanding such 

factors as how the host plant develops or how tolerant it becomes to environmental stresses, 

as well as how healthy the plant can be. Chemical communication among microbes and 

plants is possible through the production of primary and secondary metabolites, with a 

subsequent impact on root relations, nutrition supply, the accumulation of microbes, and 

biofilm creation. 

Metabolites may often occur in plants in a complex and scattered manner as enzymic 

catalysts for biological processes. In most cases, these metabolites produced by organisms 

interacting with the host plant serve as absorbance agents for nutrition. As per discussion, 

mapping microbe-plant interactions brings in at least two major challenges. Each of the 

complex biointerfaces needs individual treatment. Secondly, natural microbiomes are very 

difficult to separate and classify as metabolic components due to their complexity. It is 

difficult to clearly separate linked processes in an attempt to fully understand the cell-to-cell 

interactions of mutualism between microorganisms and the plants in which they reside. 

Currently, the latest trend in the environmental genome has been one of the most efficient 

ways of obtaining extensive knowledge on the organismal structure, function, and ecology in 

addition to their evolutionary backgrounds. The term “metagenomics” appeared for the first 

time in relation to “the assessment of all genetic materials isolated directly from relevant 

environmental samples” in 1995. This is the method used most regularly to examine the 

complex microbial community determined by nucleotide sequence analysis on sample 

environmental items. Targeted and shotgun sequencing are the two primary methods used in 

metagenomic studies. It depends on the sort of environmental research to be carried out, and 

it would be dictated by the technique used in it. It does not matter which method is used, as 

contemporary sequencing makes it possible to create huge-sized barcode DNA references. In 

total, metagenomic shotgun sequencing includes short reads’ mapping throughout different 

Phyllosphere  

Rhizosphere 

Spermosphere 

Endosphere
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organismal genome sets obtained by collecting DNA or RNA from an ecological community 

and producing a library. This results in millions of short random DNA/cDNA sequence 

fragments, which can be used as markers for some metabolic pathways and groups of 

bacteria. In the last decade, the application of whole-genome sequencing to the identification 

of many PGPB genomes has gained extensive use. With such an approach, one can 

investigate the genotype-phenotype correlations for numerous phenotypic traits, including 

plant growth promotion potential, salinity, and heavy metal tolerance. 

The results have enabled what is called “pan-genome” studies, including all genes found in 

each genotype of the same species. The component referred to as the "core genome" consists 

of all the genes found in the "pan genome,” while each specific strain will contain additional 

genes called the "accessory genome.”. 

Developmental live imaging helps provide deeper insights into molecular and cellular 

processes observed at the tissue, organ, or even whole-body levels in plants. It is for this 

reason that they alter their physiology, growth, and even development so as to accommodate 

any changes in their environment. Plant scientists have strived to simulate the conditions in 

which plants grow under the microscope so closely to their actual physiology because this 

helps plants grow for a prolonged period of time during long-term imaging. 

State-of-the-art microscopy 

For a long time, the most popular method for photographing the fluorescence of both constant 

and live plant cloth was confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). Confocal laser 

scanning microscopy (CLSM)[7], the major method for imaging plant-microbe interactions, 

is chosen because of its simplicity of use and good spatial facts. Similar to spinning disc 

microscopy, CLSM is based totally on scanning the sample with a laser imaging beam and 

physically rejects out-of-focus fluorescence through the use of pinholes. This restricts 

imaging velocity, at least in CLSM, to hundreds of optical sections in line with 2D. Because 

of this, getting a volumetric includes image optical sectioning at various sample depths, 

which takes a long time—usually more than 30s[8]. 

Additionally, a large portion of the specimen is illuminated via the excitation mild, which 

increases the risk of phototoxic events and fluorophore photobleaching. The bad axial 

resolution and shallow imaging depth of CLSM—typically just 50 mm into the pattern—are 

further drawbacks when you consider that they're incompatible with the massive, bulky 

nature of crop organs. One essential limit is the plant's horizontal role in the little area 

between the coverslip and slide, which significantly restricts the growing plant's area and 

leaves out natural bodily vectors like gravity. 

Fluorescence microscopy and the use of mild sheets 

With comparatively little laser energy carried out from the aspect, mild-sheet fluorescence 

microscopy (LSFM)[9][10][11][12] is an innovative and novel method that collects 

fluorescence emission completely from a thin optical segment within the detection objective's 

focal plane. Consequently, there may be a lower chance of phototoxicity incidents. Only 

statistics from the lighted skinny layer can be received due to the fact that excitation and 

detection are bodily separated and the sign is detected by way of a goal that is positioned 

perpendicular to the aircraft of the illumination axis. Fast recording quotes inside the optical 

zone allow real-time monitoring of surprisingly dynamic biological processes in entire 

tissues, organs, or species. 
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The majority of LSFM setups absolutely comply with tropism-based plant development 

orientation, with the detection and illumination goals placed horizontally and the pattern 

hooked up from both the top and bottom. Enhancing the LSFM configuration for plant 

growth may result in more realistic imaging occasions. While a mild perfusion gadget can be 

used to feed and oxygenate a plant root gadget, inexperienced regions of flora, for instance, 

may be lighted with the aid of a mild-emitting diode (LED) gadget that mimics day and night 

alternation and can be modified to meet the needs of an experiment. 

Airy scan and terrific-decision microscopy 

In order to study nanosized objects on the subcellular stage, notable-decision microscopy has 

been created to get over the diffraction and backbone constraints of traditional microscopy. 

STORM, a single-molecule localization-primarily-based great-resolution technique, has used 

the picture-switching characteristics of sure fluorescent probes to attain an unprecedented 10 

nm resolution. However, samples have to be constant and positioned in a toxic and oxygen-

loose imaging buffer with a view to getting a high photograph quality; hence, a very low 

temporal decision. An appropriate approach for long-term live cellular imaging is not 

STORM. 

Using a single vital Gaussian beam to excite the pattern and a 2D, surrounding 'doughnut-

formed' rubber pulsed laser to go back all excited fluorophores—apart from the primary 

one—to the floor nation is how stimulated emission depletion microscopy, or STED, is 

accomplished. The method known as structured illumination microscopy" (SIM) makes use 

of controlled rotations and segment shifts to provide patterned light that is used to illuminate 

the fabric. While SIM and STED may additionally each be used for live cell exceptional-

resolution imaging, there's once in a while a great phototoxicity to the specimens. 

MSI Technology for Visualizing Interactions Between Bacteria and Plants 

In the last ten years, mass spectrometry has advanced extensively and is now one of the most 

used analytical structures [13][14][15]. Research in geology, biology, and medicine has 

benefited significantly from the development of the discipline and the large use of imaging 

mass spectrometry, or MSI. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and matrix-assisted 

laser desorption ionisation (MALDI) mass spectrometry are two of the most widely used MSI 

strategies in biology and microbiology. Desorption electrospray ionisation (DESI), laser 

ablation electrospray ionisation (LAESI), laser desorption publish ionisation (LDPI), and 

secondary impartial ionisation (SNMS) are similarly used techniques in biology and 

microbiology studies. 

A mass analyzer, an ion detector, and a desorption/ionisation supply contain a mass 

spectrometer. The mass analyzer and ion detector in mass spectrum imaging (MSI) are 

vacuum-sealed; a few desorption and ionisation assets feature atmospheric strain at the same 

time as others are vacuum-sealed. Ions are created while material from the pattern floor 

volatilizes and ionises into the gasoline phase. There are many methods to do that. Following 

their formation, the ions cross from the mass analyzer into the mass detector, where the 

electrical signal from the ions is converted. The resultant electric sign is interpreted to create 

the mass spectrum. 
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In MSI, a photo is produced by successively collecting spectra from diverse pattern surface 

places. The desorption/ionisation supply can also look into or examine various areas of the 

pattern by shifting the goal specimen. Usually, the pattern is moved by means of either 

translating the desorption/ionisation probe (i.e., a focused laser or ion beam) while the pattern 

continues to be in function, manually transferring it with a piezo level, or placing it on a 

motorized level. Depending on how the instrument is installed, ions are produced, extracted, 

and then detected within the mass analyzer using both an ion detector and a mass analyzer. 

Every mass spectrum accumulated for each point below research correlates to pixels used in 

mass spectral imaging, in assessment to MS, that's hired for bulk sample evaluation. You may 

also choose a number of pixels while using MSI facts seize. Before accomplishing trials, the 

person additionally sets the detection location, generally known as the image vicinity. A 

spatially resolved photo with sample-specific records may be produced by learning a huge 

area with fewer durations between pixel production. By assigning relative distributions to a 

map of mass spectra that consists of various intensities of mass-to-rate (m/z) ratios, users 

might also interact with this information. 

Rapid adaptability, new technical trends, and a wide variety of programmes characterize the 

location of MSI. This set of devices is constantly progressing in terms of its spatial decision, 

detection selectivity, and person software for data interpretation. The criteria of mass 

accuracy and backbone are important to remember while choosing an evaluation technique 

for plant-microbe interactions. Lateral or spatial decision is the space between items in an 

image, which can be seen as impartial and wonderful, and mass accuracy is the degree to 

which the height of the m/z value is in proximity to the proper decimal point. The mass 

accuracy and image decision increase with the clarity of information protected in the mass 

spectrum photo. While it is now and again challenging to get excessive photo resolution and 

mass accuracy in MSI, traits of not-on-time photograph extraction have made this project less 

daunting. 

Out of all of the acknowledged MSI strategies, SIMS has the finest lateral decision. The 

number one obstacle within the research of biofilms, vegetation, and microbiomes is that no 

one method (such as MALDI, DESI, or SIMS) can concurrently cover the length and mass 

scales. Each approach has benefits and disadvantages of its own. In terms of accuracy, mass 

resolution, and lateral decision, SIMS has the greatest value. However, the samples that can 

be introduced and investigated using vacuum-based total ionisation methods like SIMS are 

restrained because of the emission materials, substrates, or liquid samples. Moreover, 

samples want to be vacuum-dried before examination, but drying biofilms, for instance, 

would possibly cause the substrate to crack and flake off, dropping its natural shape. These 

troubles are solved by means of atmospheric pressure techniques (DESI, as an instance), but 

the spatial decision suffers significantly as a result—tens of micrometres as opposed to the 

sub-micrometre spatial precision that SIMS can on occasion acquire. As a result, the aim data 

impacts the MSI technique, which is used for the duration of test preparation. Selecting the 

ultimate method may be made less difficult by being aware of the evaluation goals and those 

critical MSI elements. 

In order to get the important mass accuracy and mass decision of the data, selecting a mass 

analyzer is simply as vital throughout the test layout as the ionisation supply. These days, 

quadrupole, ion trap, orbitrap, time-of-flight, and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance 

(FT-ICR) mass analyzers are the five most commonly used types. Tandem MS (analysis that 

becomes aware of ions by means of collision-induced dissociation) is a technique for 
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improving mass identity by combining mass analyzers with more ion optical components, 

such as quadrupole time-of-flight, or QToF. 

The mass resolution of Fourier rework techniques is awesome, as proven by orbitraps and 

FT-ICR mass analyzers. The time-of-flight (ToF) mass analyzer is normally used along with 

MALDI or SIMS because of its massive m/z variety, high sensitivity, and good mass-

resolving electricity (see underneath). Reflectron and multipass ToF mass analyzers may 

additionally reap mass-resolving powers of more than 50,000. For the analysis of chemically 

complex organic substances, a home-constructed device cannot meet the excessive 

sensitivity, tandem MS, and excessive mass resolution of commercially available apparatus, 

inclusive of MALDI ToF and ToF-SIMS. 

Sample coaching for MSI of in situ analytes and samples might be restricting trouble while 

deciding on ionisation and analysis techniques. Although there aren't always many statistics 

available on sample instruction strategies for plant tissue, it is crucial to note that this phase is 

important for the validity and usefulness of the imaging findings. Three strategies are 

frequently available for preparing samples: drying, freezing, cryo-freezing, or the use of live 

samples. The matrix impact is a large problem that takes place all through sample instruction 

and evaluation at the same time as utilising MSI. Although matrix results display up in 

another way in each form of desorption or ionisation, they regularly cause interference with 

the mass spectrum's ionisation intensity sign. Ion yields for solutes are encouraged via the 

matrix, the identification of the solute, and its contribution to the floor of the pattern; this 

leads to non-linearity with solute concentration and challenges in size. 

Sterilisation is essential for correct pattern practice, and traditional tactics shouldn't be mixed 

and assumed to be 100% successful. To save you contamination, the most useful approach for 

sterilising samples has to be chosen after thinking of the biochemical characteristics of the 

bacterial lines utilised in the investigations. Moreover, it is suggested to apply lots of 

sterilisation and disinfection techniques. 

Sterilisation is important for accurate sample guidance, and conventional strategies shouldn't 

be combined and assumed to be a 100% success. To prevent contamination, the ultimate 

approach for sterilising samples must be selected after considering the biochemical traits of 

the bacterial lines utilised within the investigations. Moreover, it's strongly suggested to use 

lots of sterilisation and disinfection techniques. 

Mass Spectrometry of Secondary Ions 

By using a number-one ion beam to interrupt down analytes from the sample floor, secondary 

ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) produces a plume of secondary ions and neutrals. Although 

there is an extensive range of designs for SIMS instruments, the fundamental concept is 

always the same: after sputtering the sample floor with an ion or neutral beam, measure the 

mass and quantity of secondary ions created even in vacuum. An ion microscope with a 

unique design may additionally have been used in the early tiers of SIMS imaging to view a 

surface region smaller than 0.5 mm2. The first-rate accuracy of SIMS imaging in shooting 

molecular and morphological facts from a tiny, uneven surface changed into useful expertise 

in the interactions among bacteria that promote plant improvement and the floor of the 

spermosphere. 
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Laser Desorption/Ionisation Mass Spectrometry with Matrix Assistance 

The laser desorption ionisation approach, referred to as MALDI mass spectrometry, entails 

treating the pattern with a strong or liquid matrix fabric to improve ionisation. The matrix 

regularly includes materials like cyano-four-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA), sinapinic acid 

(SA), and dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB). MALDI can offer records on molecular species 

within microbial groups and has been utilised in numerous articles touching on microbial 

interactions. On the other hand, the achievement of MALDI evaluation substantially depends 

on deciding on the perfect matrix for the pattern, the exceptional pattern preparation executed 

earlier than evaluation, and the laser's interaction with the matrix. Understanding the 

absorption range is important when choosing a matrix that works with the laser. If the matrix 

isn't always well suited, the sample will offer little to no meaningful ion signal. Insufficient 

analyte desorption and/or ionisation may additionally bring about the lack of an ion signal, 

but the precise cause is usually uncertain. Moreover, co-crystallisation with the sample is 

important during the use of a matrix so that the laser pulses can desorb and ionise both the 

matrix and the sample molecules. By ensuring that the sample and matrix are similarly 

dispensed, co-crystallisation increases ionisation and ion yield by making it less difficult for 

the laser to desorb fabric from the pattern surface. 

Organic acids in root exudates have been measured and spatially localised using MALDI 

MSI. Low-molecular-weight natural acids from root exudates have been studied by [5]. For 

their capability of use as bio stimulants, chemo attractants, and plant nourishment within the 

rhizosphere. It has formerly been proven that organic acid exudation from plant roots to the 

rhizosphere serves as a plant defence mechanism against cation toxicity. Understanding 

organic acids' characteristics in response to toxic cations and phosphate deficits has extended 

with the arrival of techniques for the quick and accurate measurement and localization of 

these compounds in plant roots. 

Laser Desorption/Ionisation-Based Mass Spectrometry and Associated Methods 

Following the discovery of the laser in the 1950s, LDI mass spectrometry was developed in 

the early 1960s. In order to create high-sensitivity mass spectrometers, [16] were among the 

first researchers to observe desorption plume dynamics. As time went on and LDI improved 

and adapted, more researchers commenced to utilise it, and after some early studies by [17], it 

shaped the idea for MALDI. Since then, the vicinity of laser desorption has multiplied 

significantly, with uses together with drug evaluation, mobile evaluation, elemental and 

molecular analysis for biomaterials, and microbial and biofilm have a look at.Expertise 

includes cellular analysis, pharmacological analysis, elemental analysis, geological analysis, 

and equipment layout. Several techniques have been hypothesised as LDI mechanisms, 

including thermal vaporisation, nonthermal melting, electron-lattice heating, shockwave 

propagation, plasma enlargement, and proton or cation transfer. 

Desorption and Ionisation via Electrospray Laser Ablation and Electrospray Ionisation 

via Electrospray Mass Spectrometry 

The most famous ionisation technique for non-unstable chemical compounds and 

biomolecules added via direct injection or a liquid chromatograph is electrospray ionisation 

(ESI). The liquid pattern is injected right into a hypodermic needle that is held at a high 

voltage and atmospheric strain. The sample is dispersed as a charged spray driven via 
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Columbic forces by the resultant discipline at the needle's tip. The charged spray passes 

through a sequence of decreasing strain ranges that terminate within the mass analyzer, then 

into the interface of a mass spectrometer that has ion optical additives. To accelerate the 

evaporation of the charged droplet and cause it to cut back and increase in floor price, a 

countercurrent bath of gasoline is pumped across the hypodermic needle. The droplet is 

shredded and cut up into smaller droplets by way of a Coulomb explosion that occurs when 

the essential Rayleigh restriction is reached. Because they evaporate and create analysed 

quasi-ions, they are referred to as daughter droplets. ESI appears to be a mild ionisation 

technique because it causes much less sample fragmentation than electron effect ionisation, 

which is applied to fuel feeds from a fuel chromatograph. 

A solid sample is impounded via DESI with a movement of pretty charged solvent droplets 

from an ESI source; the mass spectrometry interface then collects the dispersed species that 

comprise the analyte. Samples saved at atmospheric strain are analysed using DESI. DESI is 

being used increasingly for plant rhizosphere investigation because it is not limited to sample 

instructions for vacuum evaluation. 

Imaging Programmes 

Numerous software packages for image analysis have been created to make the procedure of 

analysing root attributes simple and error-free. One example of this contemporary software 

programme is WinRHIZOTM, created with the aid of Regent Instruments Inc. in Quebec 

City, Canada. One element of WinRHIZOTM is the photo capture device. In addition to 

software that transforms root snap shots into records on root morphology, which includes 

overall root duration, area, extent, diameter, and branching; topology; architecture; and 

colour analyses, this machine also carries a top-notch scanner and light setup. Data for leaves, 

inclusive of the overall projected vicinity, may be computed based on the usage of the 

identical device and software. Currently, this method is being used to observe how roots grow 

in extraordinary plant species, with a focus on root alteration introduced via PGPB and 

arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF). [18-23] 

The potential application of image analysis for precision agriculture has been widely 

researched. Precision farming is the combination of several new science-based procedures 

with modern high-definition sensors and smart analytics to boost outputs and assist in 

managerial decisions. Using these newly developed techniques, these soil-borne illnesses 

have come from phytopathogenic bacteria in plants.  

Research Ideas for Upcoming Projects 

 In spite of this, it must be acknowledged that India has been negligent in producing 

much in regards to innovative imaging research. 

 Affordable software and imaging have to be developed. 

Conclusion 

This can help understand the effects of plant-microbe interactions on agriculture, the 

environment, and microbial strategies for sustainability and survival. Nonetheless, it is 

difficult to define and assess such types of interactions. Many kinds of organisms exist in the 

various sections of the plant, and each has its own separate effect on it. The incorporation of 
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new imaging techniques in plant-bacteria interaction interpretation involves MALDI, LAESI, 

SIMS, DESI, LDI, etc. 
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